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Chapter 1. Solicitations
                 Mistake Page

1 You included ambiguous terms or conditions in the 
solicitation.

2

2 You failed to respond to questions about a solicitation and 
your solicitation was therefore protested.

4

3 You made improper oral representations about a 
solicitation.

5

4 You failed to identify salient characteristics in a “brand 
name or equal” procurement.

6

5 You failed to include required clauses in the solicitation. 7

6 You failed to understand the difference between an RFQ, 
an IFB, or an RFP, as well as the government’s rights and 
obligations when it receives a quote rather than a proposal.

8

7 You included defective specifications in the solicitation. 10

8 You failed to solicit a quotation or offer from a company 
under simplified acquisition procedures even though 
the agency knew that the company was interested in 
competing and the agency did not have a reasonable basis 
to question the company’s ability to perform.

11

9 You improperly included restrictive requirements in a 
solicitation beyond the extent necessary to satisfy the 
agency’s legitimate needs (or as otherwise authorized by law).

11

10 You failed to compete purchases under blanket purchase 
agreements or justify a sole source procurement.

12
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11 You failed to comply with the small business bundling 
requirements.

13

12 You failed to recompete a requirement when there was a 
modification that materially relaxed contract requirements 
from the original solicitation.

14

Chapter 2. Sealed Bidding
                 Mistake Page

13 You improperly corrected an obvious mistake, even though 
the bidder’s intended bid amount was neither ascertainable 
from the face of the bid, nor supported by clear and 
convincing evidence.

20

14 You failed to recognize a valid bid bond, or made award to a 
bidder with an invalid one.

21

15 You failed to make award to an alleged nonresponsive bid, 
although the problem was one of nonresponsibility, and you 
failed to refer a nonresponsible bidder to the Small Business 
Administration for Certificate of Competency (COC) procedures.

23

16 You awarded to a nonresponsive bid, or failed to award to 
the lowest priced responsive bid.

24

17 You improperly rejected an unsigned or incorrectly signed 
bid where the bidder clearly intended to be bound.

25

Chapter 3. Negotiated Procurement
                 Mistake Page

18 You failed to evaluate in accordance with the evaluation 
criteria in the solicitation.

28

19 You improperly made award on initial proposals, most likely 
because you failed to consider lower prices offered by lower 
technically rated offerors.

29

20 You failed to conduct meaningful discussions with offerors. 30

21 You improperly conducted prejudicially misleading discussions. 31

22 You permitted an offeror to revise its offer but did not 
call this action “discussions,” you improperly called it 
“clarifications.”

32

23 You improperly made award to an offeror whose proposal 
failed to meet the requirements in the solicitation.

33



24 You accepted an offer even though the offeror took 
exception to a material solicitation requirement.

34

25 You improperly relied on incorrect information that 
understated the technical merit of a proposal.

34

26 You did not reasonably assess the offeror’s evaluated 
superior technical merit in the best value (cost/technical) 
tradeoff assessment.

35

27 You improperly used simplified acquisition procedures even 
though the expected value of the requirement exceeded 
the appropriate threshold.

36

28 You failed to consider the awardee’s past performance 
as an incumbent contractor where the solicitation called 
for evaluation of past performance, and you had actual 
knowledge of the awardee’s performance.

37

29 You abused the micropurchase or simplified acquisition 
programs by breaking down requirements so as to evade 
the relevant thresholds.

38

30 You failed to consider price meaningfully in a negotiated 
procurement and best value decision.

39

31 You conducted an improper cost or price/technical tradeoff. 39

32 You failed to set aside a procurement for small business or 
other small business–type setaside.

41

33 You improperly restricted or eliminated competition 
(sole-sourced) without an adequate justification.

42

34 You improperly solicited on the basis of a price/technical 
tradeoff for best value, but made award based on the 
lowest-price, technically acceptable offer.

44

35 You improperly deemed an offeror technically acceptable 
(or technically unacceptable) in a lowest priced, technically 
acceptable procurement.

44

36 You failed to document the procurement adequately and 
you did not have a meaningful written record supporting 
your evaluations, discussions, or decisions.

45

37 You improperly attributed the experience or past 
performance of a parent company or affiliate to the 
offeror, or improperly failed to so attribute it under certain 
conditions.

47

38 You failed to conduct a proper cost realism analysis in a cost 
reimbursement procurement.

47



39 You evaluated proposals in an unequal manner. 48

40 You improperly canceled a solicitation and sought 
recompetition where there was no reasonable basis for the 
agency’s conclusion that competition under the original 
solicitation was inadequate.

49

41 You improperly relied solely on numerical scores in a 
proposal evaluation and did not show or demonstrate the 
basis for these scores.

50

42 You improperly sole sourced a procurement because you 
failed to conduct adequate advance planning.

50

43 You improperly required compliance with the “limitation 
on subcontracting” clause for both services and supply 
contracts, which is inconsistent with the FAR and Small 
Business Act, which require compliance with one or 
another, but not both.

51

44 You improperly awarded to an offeror that did not meet 
definitive responsibility criteria stated in the solicitation.

52

45 You improperly modified a contract outside the scope of the 
contract, or awarded a task or delivery order outside the 
scope of an indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity contract.

53

46 You failed to mitigate or you improperly awarded when 
there was an organizational conflict of interest.

54

47 In establishing a competitive range, you excluded a technically 
acceptable proposal without considering the proposal’s price, 
or you created a competitive range of one offeror.

55

48 You improperly included noncommercial terms and 
conditions in your commercial contract.

56

Chapter 4. Defective Pricing and the Truth in Negotiations Act
                 Mistake Page

49 You failed to request certified cost or pricing data when 
required.

62

50 You failed to request “data other than cost or pricing data” 
when required.

63



51 You failed to show reliance on defective cost or pricing data. 64

52 You did not adequately examine the cost or pricing data to 
ensure price reasonableness.

65

Chapter 5. Contract Types
                 Mistake Page

53 You selected an improper type of contract for the work to 
be performed or the product to be obtained.

68

54 You created an illusory contract, based on illusory 
promises.

70

Chapter 6. Protests
                 Mistake Page

55 You took improper corrective action after a protest was 
sustained.

74

56 You failed to recognize, when a protest was threatened, 
that the FAR direction on selection of contract types is 
not mandatory, and provides only internal government 
direction with no remedy for private parties at GAO or in a 
judicial forum.

75

Chapter 7. Multiple Award Schedule Contracts
                 Mistake Page

57 You failed to realize that the rules for setting aside 
acquisitions apply to General Services Administration 
Schedule Contract Competitions, but not to orders or 
blanket purchase agreements issued pursuant to a schedule 
contract.

78

58 You improperly awarded Federal Supply Schedule items to a 
vendor whose schedule did not include all of those items.
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Chapter 8. Contract Administration
                 Mistake Page

59 You failed to recognize implied actual authority as a way 
that contractors may receive government direction.

82

60 You failed to use the sovereign acts doctrine to protect 
against a claim.

83

61 You failed to exercise an option in strict accord with the 
terms of that option.

84

62 You failed to realize that government exercise of only part 
of an option is a partial termination or a deductive change.

85

63 You failed to understand the importance of a release. 85

64 You failed to implement the new Contractor Code of 
Business Ethics and Conduct, including its disclosure 
requirements.

86

65 You failed to realize that there is no valid constructive 
change where an official without authority directed 
the change.

87

66 You failed to update the wage determinations in your 
service contract at least every two years.

88

67 You failed to understand that there are circumstances 
under which a contractor can properly refuse to perform 
its contract or cease to perform certain work under its 
contract.

89

68 You failed to order the minimum quantity in an indefinite 
delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract.

93

69 You created an improper indefinite quantity contract 
that did not comply with either the FAR direction for a 
requirements contract, or the direction for indefinite 
delivery, indefinite quantity contract types.

94

70 You failed to institute adequate internal controls and 
improperly permitted government personnel to abuse or 
fraudulently use governmentwide purchase cards.
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Chapter 9. Government-Furnished Property
                 Mistake Page

71 You failed to properly manage government-furnished 
property and furnished a contractor with property that was 
late, incomplete, or defective.

100

72 You improperly sought to have the government take title to 
the contractor’s equipment where the contract specifically 
provided otherwise.

100
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                 Mistake Page

73 You based a decision to terminate a contract for default on 
materially erroneous information or analysis.

104

74 You failed to default a contractor when it unequivocally 
refused to perform its contract (anticipatory repudiation).

104

75 You failed to ensure that the government acted in good 
faith throughout contract performance.

106

76 You inadvertently waived the contract delivery date by your 
inaction.

107

77 You failed to realize that a termination for convenience 
does not end a contractor’s warranty obligation where the 
original price, fully paid, included the cost of the warranty.

108

78 You improperly acted to thwart performance by an 
incoming contractor and this amounted to an excuse for 
contractor nonperformance.

109

79 You failed to assess excess reprocurement costs, or 
assessed them improperly.

109

80 You failed to exercise due process in cure notices and 
default terminations.

111

81 You improperly terminated or constructively terminated a 
contract for convenience merely to get a better price for 
performing the work.

113



Chapter 11. Payments
                 Mistake Page

82 You failed to cause contract payments to be made in a 
timely manner in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act.

116

83 You failed to pay Contract Disputes Act interest on claims. 117

84 You failed to document and prove that the deductions you 
took in a service contract were justified.

118

85 You erroneously paid twice after a contractor assigned 
its invoices under the Assignment of Claims Act, and the 
government is unlikely to recover the double payment.

119

86 You failed to permit contractors with time-and-materials 
contracts to charge separately (up to 15 percent) for 
material handling costs when proper.

119

Chapter 12. Contract Disputes and Claims
                 Mistake Page

87 You failed to dismiss a claim that did not include a “sum 
certain.”

122

88 You improperly refused to issue a decision, or denied 
a claim that contained a written demand or a written 
assertion seeking the adjustment or interpretation of 
contract claims, alleging that it does not include a “sum 
certain.”

123

89 You improperly demanded recertification of a claim when 
the contractor amended it.

123

90 You failed to produce an important and relevant witness 
or document, and the court or board drew an adverse 
inference against you.

124

91 You failed to deny or reject a claim or a claim certification 
that was unsigned.
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92 You failed to realize that subcontractors cannot bring a 
Contract Disputes Act appeal to recover amounts owed to 
them by a prime contractor before a default of the prime 
contract.

126

93 You issued a decision on an untimely claim. 127

94 You debarred or suspended a contractor for arbitrary and 
capricious reasons.

128

95 You failed to issue a final decision on a claim within 60 
days, or you set forth an uncertain or unreasonable time for 
the final decision.

130

96 You improperly thought that by issuing an amended final 
decision that corrected an earlier decision on a claim, the 
contractor had to resubmit its appeal.

130

97 You failed to hold the prime contractor responsible for the 
unexcused performance of its subcontractor.

131

98 You failed to ensure that a final decision on a claim or other 
key document was received by a contractor.

132

99 You improperly failed to require that a contractor meet its 
essential burden of establishing the fundamental facts of 
liability, causation, and damages for its claim.

133

Chapter 13. Training
                 Mistake Page

100 As a member of the agency’s acquisition workforce, you 
failed to maintain your currency, continuous learning, and 
professional education.

136
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